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Once again, FJORD reinvents the concept of the topclass powerboat. The Fjord 44 coupé features
a visionary, expressive arc-saloon entirely made of glass.
This air-conditioned superstructure provides shelter from
climate conditions like cold, heat or rain.
If the weather is just right, many openable elements
turn the closed arc-saloon into an open living space.
When opening the majestic twin door in the back,
saloon and cockpit become one. No doubt: every
time is the right time to go out with your Fjord

44 coupé.
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BOOST
power you feel with body and soul
The Fjord 44 Coupé was created for the here and now.
Her impact unfolds immediately. Within fractions of a second, she
transforms tremendous engine power into overwhelming emotions.

exhilarating driving pleasure, breathtaking dynamics

36 knots max. speed
2 x 435 hp engine performance

LOOK
you drive with your eyes first
If the first glimpse is enough to leave you speechless, you are looking at a FJORD. The 44 coupé embraces this principle in her
own way. Her aerodynamical roofline, slightly rising to the rear, is
an outstanding expression of the essence of FJORD: be unique.

characteristic design, featuring the Fjord trademarks:
vertical stem, angular lines, very solid bulwarks, one-piece
windscreen, continous hull window line
individually hand-built by boatbuildiing craftsmen

the perfect climate is created by yourself.
the top features six skylights and a sliding roof, all made of tinted glass
a twin sliding door connects saloon and cockpit

sliding doors on both sides
air-condition available either for mediterranean or tropical climates

the magic that lasts 24 hours a day
The concept of the Fjord 44 coupé means that the pleasure of
powerboating will continue. Under any conditions. At any time of day.
Whenever the elements of nature show their unpleasant side – just enter
the arc-saloon. Here is where you keep on admiring the seascape,
prepare dilicious foods or share the helmsman´s excitement.

cockpit: U-shaped bench with retractable table,
convertible into a sunbed. large sun lounger at
the bow. lowerable bathing platform.
a
 rc-saloon: triple pilot seat, U-shaped sofa, fully
equipped galley incl. wine cooler

interior space meets superior style
The very moment you enter the lower deck, its interior generates a
sense of spaciousness and well-being. Clearly drawn components
and their exquisite materials embody the luxurious character of
FJORD. The second room can be used as storage space or as a

top-class owner's cabin – puristic design, sophisticated
ambience, exquisite materials, plenty of headroom
smart storage solutions such as underbed drawers
or shelves beside the berth

two-berth guest cabin.
skylights, hull windows and portholes add several
sources of natural light

Colours & Materials

the hull and waterline can be painted in a great variety of colours

first-class quality: the upholstery

The Fjord 44 coupé is sure to be your liking whilst maintaining
incredible uniqueness. You choose the colours and the furnishings all the way
down to the type of cushioning. One thing is clear: you’re in possession of
something one-of-a-kind. A FJORD yacht is always a custom yacht.
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A1

technical details
LOA

13.45 m

Hull length

44′ 1″

11.99 m

Beam

39′ 4″

4.25 m

Draught

13′ 11″

1.04 m

Fresh water capacity

3′ 4″

295 l

Fuel capacity

64 UK t

900 l

Displacement

197 UK t

11.25 t

11 UK t

CE category

B

B

max. persons

12

12

Engines Standard
Engines Option
Design

A1

B1

2x Volvo Penta IPS500 approx. 30 knots
2x Volvo Penta IPS600 approx. 36 knots
Allseas Design & FJORD

*All performance figures are given in good faith and are intended as an indication. These figures cannot
be guaranteed as the top speed in particular is affected by the cleanliness of the hull, conditions of the
propellers, weight carried and air/sea temperature. FJORD reserves the right to change specifications
in line with the company policy of improvement through research and development. Errors and
omissions expected. Please check with your dealer for a full list of inclusions.
Above specifications are non-contractual.
Valid from 01.07.2018
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with roof

main deck
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cabin concept
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This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly comprise special equipment not included in the standard scope of supply. Illustrations may not
correspond with current versions. Subject to alterations in design and equipment without notice and errors excepted. Printing: Druckhaus Panzig. Design:
smz GmbH. Renderings: ALPHA3
CIBF44co/A/GB0818
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